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The resonant and nonresonant part ofx (3) are distinguished by their different time behavior. The medium is coherently 
excited by two picosecond light pulses of defined frequency difference and the state of the system is monitored by a third 
properly delayed probe pulse. Results are presented on neat liquids of carbontetrachloride and eyelohexane and on the mix- 
ture of CCI 4 : C 6 H 1 2 .  

1. Introduction 

In recent years, the optical third order nonlinear 
susceptibility X (3) has attracted considerable attention. 
Several three-wave mixing techniques have been devel- 
oped to determine X(3) coefficients [ 1 -5 ] .  Various 
contributions to the nonlinear susceptibility originating 
from single frequency resonances [6], Raman (differ- 
ence frequency) resonances and two-photon resonances 
were inferred from measurements of  the frequency de- 
pendence of X(3) and/or the polarisation properties 
[3,5] of  the applied light fields. Nonlinear refractive 
indices far from resonance were measured by interfer- 
ometric techniques and by self-phase modulation [7, 
8]. Most experiments were made under quasi-stationary 
conditions using light pulses of  a duration of  several 
10 _9 s. 

On the other hand, there exist extensive investiga- 
tions of  light-matter interactions performed under tran- 
sient conditions [9 -12 ] .  The properties of  the coher- 
ent material excitation were measured as a function of  
time yielding new information on the dephasing time 
T 2 and the inhomogeneous broadening of  the molecu- 
lar transition. In these experiments, the resonant exci- 
tation of  strong Raman lines in pure systems (liquids, 
gases) was studied; the resonant part of  X (3) dominates 
and the other (nonresonant) contributions were negli- 
gible. 
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In this letter we wish to demonstrate that resonant 
and nonresonant parts of  X(3) can be investigated by 
time resolved techniques. Coherent Raman probe scat- 
tering of  the pure liquids CC14 and C6H12 and of  the 
mixture CC14 :C6H12 is studied.We use a three-pulse 
system which allows measurements of  coherent probe 
scattering in practically any medium. Starting with a 
chirp-free single picosecond light pulse with frequency 
coL we produce a synchronized pulse at a Stokes shifted 
frequency cos via transient stimulated Raman scattering 
in a first generator cell. Both pulses at frequency co L 
and coS travel through a second medium (sample) 
where they excite the material coherently. The time 
behavior of  the excitation is monitored by a properly 
delayed third pulse measuring the coherent Stokes 
scattering signal. 

2. Theory 

The build-up of  the Stokes pulse in the generator 
by transient stimulated Raman scattering has been de- 
scribed in earlier publications [11,14]. Here, we focus 
our attention on the probing process. 

The propagation of light pulses and the interaction 
with the surrounding medium is represented by the 
nonlinear wave equation 

l 32 4~r 32 pNL (1) 
AE - c- ~ 3t- ~ (/~2E) = c%]. 3t-- ~ , 

E denotes the total electric field,/~ is the optical index 
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of refraction. The nunlincar polarisation PN1. ;LC- 
acounts for the interaction of the light field with the 
material excitation. Close to a Raman (difference frc- 
quency) resonance we may separate PN1, into twu 
parts: (i) A resonant part due to the molecular transi- 
tion of interest with Raman polarisability a(~!aq and 
(ii) a non-resonant contribution of the electronic levels 
which is represented by the non-resonant part xNK o f*(3) , 

the third order nonlinear susceptibility. Thus WC write 

N is the number density of the molecules. (4) denotes 
the expectation value of the displacement y connected 
with the molecular transition. For the vibrational tran- 
sition consideral here (I is the normal mode operator. 
For simplicity we take the Kanan polarisability acriaq 
to be a scalar; i.e. a highly polarizlui Kuman line is in- 
vestigated. It should he noted that for the picosecond 
light fields discussed here the nonresonant part Psk 
has the same fonn :IS fi)r longer light pulses. This fact 
results from the cxtrcmely short time constants 01‘ 
the electronic contributions to xNR ‘3) of the order of 
IO t4 s. The transient response of the resonant part. 
on the other hand. has to he taken into account via 
the coherent amplitude (~1) [ I3 1 which obeys the equa- 
tion of motion 1 I 1 1 : 

w. represents the transition t‘rqucncy, T, the dc- 
phasing time, I?I the reduced mass of the Alccular 
vibration. ri is the equilibrium occupation probability 
of the first excited vibrational level. For the mode ill- 
vestigatcd here we have C << I. 

Tu solve eqs. (I) (3) WC make the ansatz of plant 
waves fur the electric field and the resonant material 
excitation propagating in the x-direction. 

1:‘ = f c /* 1 i 
,i exp(ikj.u iwjf) + c.c. 

I 

q = f Q exp(ik,x io,f) + c.c. 

The total light field consists of the incident laser and 
Stokes fields. i:‘, . Es (frrquencics w,,. as). the delay- 

ed probing field EL2 and the scattered field Es2 (t‘re- 

qucncies wL2, as?). The frequency and wave vector 

of the material excitation is oy = wL - ws and k,. = 

k, k,, respectively. We consider specific polarisation 

conditions: The incident laser and Stokes fields ;II-c as- 
sumed to be lincrlrly polurizcd in the J*-direction 
while the lields E,.2 and I:‘,, point in the z-direction. 

This choice nllows to distinguish the Stokes fields ot 
the excitation and probing process. The distinction is 
of particular importance for the case of equal frcqucn- 

ties wl, = wL2 and correspondingly ws = wsL. The 
relevant tensor clement ot H’3’ for coherent Stokes xNR 
scattering with our polarisation conditions is 

(3) ysR ‘)‘;),; it will be abbreviated by XNR. xs,< is a 
real Guantity to ;I good approximation. Since (y) and 
acu:‘aq arc scalars here (isotropic Rman scattering). 
the resonant part of PNL IS not affected by our polar- 

isation conditions. Introduction of ccl. (4) in cqs. ( I ) 
and (2) and neglecting second order tlerivativcs of the 
slowly varying amplitudes yields the expression 

f 3xNltC’~EsE1_2j exp(iaks). (5) 

where Ak = k,, kl.2 + k, is the k-mismatch of the 
probe process; kL2 and k,, denote wave vectors ot 
the probe pulse and the scattered Stokes field, respec- 
tivcly 

Coupling terms of the Stokes probe scattering by 
the pump and probe pulses have been neglected in 
eq. (5). This approximation is well justified for the ex- 
periments discussed below. 

In experimental investigations with picosecond pul- 
ses WI: observe the time integrated scattering signal 
J jEs,12 dt as 3 function of the time delay I,) between . _ 
the incident pump fields untl the probe pulse. lntc- 
grating eq. (5) we obtain 

x tlr lE,2(’ ‘,))I2 

x lxcaaiaq)Q*(t) t 3XNKt:.;(t)t:‘S(t)12 (6) 

Ilere I denotes the sample length. The coherent ampli- 
tude Q entering cq. (6) is calculated from cq. (3). It is 
interesting to see that the scattering signal .Scoh tlr- 
pcnds strongly on the mismatch Ak. Maximum scatter- 
ing occurs for Ak = 0. The time evolution of SCoh(tl-)) 
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is determined by Q*(t) and E[(t)Es( t )  according to 
the respective weighting factors N(Oa/Oq) and 3 XNR" 

Numerical results of  SC°h(tD) calculated with the 
help of eqs. (3) and (6) are presented in fig. 1. A 
gaussian time dependence and equal pulse duration tp 
are assumed for the incident laser field E L and for the 
probe pulse EL2. The incident Stokes pulse (generated 
in a preceding Raman generator) is evaluated from the 
theory of transient stimulated Raman scattering [11 ]. 
The scattered Stokes signal is plotted as a function of 
delay time tD/t p. The three solid curves are calculated 
for a dephasing time T2/t p = 1.2 and for different ra- 
tios of XNR/N(Oa/Oq). For XNR ~ 0 one calculates 
curve 1. This situation has been investigated previously 
[10]. The coherent signal rises rapidly to a delayed 
maximum at tD/t p ~ 1. For larger delay times the sig- 
nal decreases exponentially with the dephasing time 

T2/2. 
For diluted systems and/or weak Raman lines the 
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Fig. 1. Calculated coherent probe scattering signal S c°h as a 
function of delay time tD/t p. A gaussian time dependence of 
the incoming laser pulse (duration tp) was used. The curves 
are calculated for T2/t p = 1.2 and values ×NR/N(Oa/Oq) = 0, 
0.3, 0.6 (curves 1 to 3) and for a purely nonresonant suscept- 
ibility (broken line). The dotted line extends the exponential 
slope of 7"2/2. 

finite contribution of  XNR has to be considered. Curves 
2 and 3 are calculated for values of  XNR/N(Oa/Oq) = 
0.3 and 0.6, respectively. The different time behavior 
of  the scattering signal around the maximum should 
be noted. The maximum is shifted to larger signal val- 
ues and to somewhat shorter times. The nonresonant 
contribution decays rapidly in a first step. Then the 
signal curve turns to an exponential decay with slope 
T2/2. In the latter region, the nonresonant contribu- 
tion has disappeared and the resonant part with finite 
lifetime T 2 prevails. The dotted line extends the slope 
to smaller values of  t D. 

Of interest is the broken curve in fig. 1. It is calcu- 
lated for the case where we are far from resonance; 
i.e. for Oa/Oq = 0 (with the same parameters as curve 
3). A rapid non-exponential decay of  tile coherent sig- 
nal is obtained. The shape of  this curve represents the 
convolution of  the proving pulse EL22 with the non- 
resonant excitation c~ JELE~I2. Since the Stokes pulse 
generated by transient stimulated scattering is shorter 
than the laser pulse by a factor of  two [14, 11], the 
signal curve represents - to a good approximation - 
the shape of the incident probe pulse. Coherent probe 
scattering under uonresonant excitation conditions of- 
fers an attractive possibility for the experimental deter- 
mination of  picosecond and subpicosecond pulse 
shapes. 

The maximum amplitude of  the broken curve is 
proportional to X2R while curve 1 (purely resonant 
excitation) is determined by (N Oa/aq) 2. Comparing 
experimental data for both situations allows to deduce 
the value of XNR from the Raman gain factor or from 
the spontaneous scattering cross section. 

3. Experimental 

Our experimental set-up is depicted schematically 
in fig. 2. A single chirp-free picosecond laser pulse 
from a Nd: glass laser system [151 is frequency-doubled 
in a KDP crystal to ~'L = 18995 cm -1 .  The pulse of  
duration 5.2 ps passes a ?,/2 plate and a following gen- 
erator cell filled with CC14 . Stokes light E s with a fre- 
quency shift of  ~ 4 5 9  cm -1 is generated by transient 
stimulated scattering with a conversion efficiency of  
approximately 10 -2.  The laser pulse and the generated 
Stokes pulse traverse a polarizer P1 and are imaged into 
the sample cell (l = 1 cm). Both pulses produce a cotter- 
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To Scope 

Fig. 2. Schematic of the experimental system to measure the 
coherent probe scattering of a resonant and a nonresonant 
susceptibility X (3), Beamsplitter, BS; variable and fixed delay, 
VD and FD; X/2 plate, k/2; lenses, L; polarizers, P1 and P2; 
aperture, D; spectrometers, SPI and SP2; photomultipliers, 
PM; photodiode, PD. 

ent material excitation in the sample. The probing light 
pulse EL2 of  smaller intensity is generated by the beam 
splitter BS and is properly delayed by the variable de- 
lay VD. The probe field is polarized perpendicular to 
the excitat ion fields; it crosses the excitation beam in 
the sample under a small angle of 7 mrad. The scattered 
Stokes light passes the aperture D, a second polarizer 
P2, and is detected by the photomult ipl ier  PM. 

4. Results and discussion 
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Fig. 3. Normalized coherent probe scattering signal versus 
delay time t D in neat liquids. In case 1, the vibrational mode 
in CC14 at 459 cm -1 was excited resonantly. We observe a 
dephasing time of 3.2 ps. Curve 2 shows the ease of nonreso- 
nant excitation in C6HI2  with F = F L - F S : 459 cm -I . The 
solid lines are calculated for a gaussian input pulse with dura- 
tion rp = 5.2 ps. 

In a first experiment we investigate coherent probe 
scattering of  pure CC14 under resonant excitation; the 
contribution of  XNR is negligible (fig. 3, curve 1). The 
totally symmetric tetrahedron vibration is measured. 
This mode shows isotopic line splitting. In the sponta- 
neous Raman spectrum [10] four components  can be 
resolved. While all components  are excited by the 
pumping processes, only the most abundant species at 
459 cm -1 contributes to the observed scattering signal. 
This fact results from the selective k-matching geometry 
chosen in our experiments adjusting k-matching only 
for the central line [11]. 

The observed coherent signal S c°h is plot ted in fig. 3, 
curve 1, as a function of delay time tD, where t o = 0 
marks the maximum of the pumping laser pulse. The 
experimental points represent average values of  approx- 
imately 15 individual measurements. The observed data 
show the predicted behavior for Raman probe scatter- 
ing: A delayed maximum and an exponential  decay 

with a time constant of 7"2/2 = 3.2 +- 0.4 ps for the 
neat liquid. This value of T 2 is in accordance with 
previous measurements where different probing geom- 
etries were used in a Raman generator set-up [10]. 

Next, we discuss our results on liquid cyclohexane, 
C6H12. This substance was chosen since it has no vibra- 
tional transitions in the frequency range around 459 
c m - 1 ,  i.e. a non-resonant excitation is investigated. 
Fig. 3, curve 2, presents our probe scattering data ob- 
tained with the same excitation pulses and the identical 
experimental geometry as used in the preceding experi- 
ment. The scattered signal rapidly increases to a maxi- 
nmm and then displayes a steep non-exponential  decay. 
The theoretical line in the figure was calculated for an 
incident laser pulse of gaussian shape with a duration 
tp = 5,2 ps. The good agreement with the experimental 
points extends over a range of five orders of  magnitude, 
This result gives clear evidence that the experimental 
pulse shape is indeed close to gaussian function. 
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We measured the ratio of  the maxima of  the two 
coh coh curves of  fig. 3 and found Smax(CC14)/Smax(C6H12) "~ 

24. This value is estimated to be accurate to 30%. 
Using the known value of the stimulated Raman gain 
o f g  = 1.3 cm/MW [11] ~: we deduce the nonresonant 

susceptibility in C6H12 to be 

X( 3 ) zyzy(--coS; 6°S, COL, --COL) = (1.5 + 0.6) X 10 -14 esu. 

The value is of  the order of  magnitude expected from 
other nonlinear measurements [16, 17]. 

The role of nonresonant and resonant contributions 
to coherent probe scattering is readily seen in mixed 
systems. Fig, 4 presents data of  a solution of CC14 (9% 
volume in C6H12 ). It is interesting to see that our ex- 

4- The gain factor is corrected for the neighboring isotopic 
species of CCI  4 which do not contribute to the coherent 
signal. 
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Fig. 4. Coherent probe scattering signal versus delay time 
measured in a mixture of CCI  4 : C6H12 (9:91 by volume). 
Same excitation as in fig. 3 (~ = 459 cm-1). The solid line is 
calculated with ×NR/Naa/aq = 0.66 and T2/2 = 3.6 ps. The 
maximum near t D = 0 is due to the nonresonant x (3) of the 
cyclohexane molecules. The exponential decay for t D > 10 ps 
corresponds to the resonant contributions of the CC14 mole- 
cules. 

perimental data show the behavior expected from the 
theoretical discussion presented in context  with fig. 1. 
A rapid rise to a maximum and subsequent steep decay 
are due to the nonresonant contribution to sc°h( tD) .  
For  larger values of t D the signal decay slows down 
and reaches an exponential  asymptote representing 
the resonant contr ibut ion to S c°h. From the exponen- 
tial slope starting a factor of ~ 100 below the maxi- 
mum the dephasing time of  CCI 4 is directly determined. 
We find a T2/2 = 3.6 -+ 0.4 in the mixture with C6H12. 
Comparing this number with our result of T 2 in the 
neat liquid (fig. 3) suggests a small increase of  approxi- 
mately 10%. The difference is not surprising since con- 
centration dependent relaxation processes may con- 
tribute t o / 2 ,  e.g. resonant energy transfer between 
neighboring CC14 molecules. 

The curve in fig. 4 is calculated from eqs. (2) and 
(6) using the experimental value of  T2/2 = 3.6 ps; the 
ratio of  XNR/N(Oa/~q) is the only fitting parameter.  
The calculated curve accounts well for the experimental 
points. The obtained value of  XNR is consistent with 
the number quoted above within a factor of approxi- 
mately 1.5. The agreement is satisfactory considering 
the uncertainties of  the gain factor of CC14 in C6H12 
and the small solvent shift of  the Raman transition 
(:~ 0.2 cm-1) .  

In conclusion we wish to emphasize that coherent 
probe scattering offers the possibility to study non- 
resonant and resonant parts of  the third order suscept- 
ibility. The different time behavior of  both contribu- 
tions has been observed in our measurements for the 
first time. Our experimental system allows to study 
liquid mixtures in a large concentration range yielding 
information on the magnitude of  the non-resonant sus- 
ceptibility relative to Raman scattering data. In addi- 
tion, relaxation processes and intermolecular interac- 
tion in diluted systems may be investigated. 
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